SAFETY BEAM 5000 LBS. CAPACITY (BY OTHERS) CENTERED OVER RAILS AT TOP OF HOISTWAY. MAY REQUIRE REMOVAL LATER FOR LEGAL OVERHEAD.

8'-0" CAN HEIGHT
10'-0" OVERHEAD CLEARANCE

SEE MIN. OVERHEAD TABLE

CONSULT LOCAL SALES OFFICE IF TRAVEL > 90 FT.

7'-3" ENTRANCE TO
5'-0" MAX. TRAVEL

RIGHT HAND OPENING AS SHOWN; LEFT HAND OPENING OPPOSITE

HOISTWAY PLAN

1. 36" SQ. BLOCKOUT @ PIT FUR. FOR JACK UNIT
2. LIGHT SWITCH - 8" ABOVE LOWEST LANDING (BY OTHERS)
3. PIT STOP SWITCH
4. PIT LADDER (BY OTHERS)
5. SPRING BUFFER LOCATED ON PIT FLOOR
6. LIMIT SWITCH
7. TAPES SELECTOR

RODGE OPENING FOR ENTANCE INSTALLATION ONLY. CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION ONLY. ROODGE OPENING IS NOT RECOMMENDED FOR DRY WALL CONSTRUCTION

PLEASE NOTE THAT THESE RAIL REACTION NUMBERS ARE ESTIMATED AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AS ACCURATE INFORMATION BECOMES AVAILABLE.